III – *Le motif sémantique*
1- Les topos
L'imaginaire social
Architecture majestueuse
Bromac's septerra
Final Fantasy IX
Legend of Dragoon

Albert
they were to be controlled by
Humans with their wisdom.
During the Dragon Campaign 11,000
Lord of The Ring Online
Silver
Star Ocean Till the End of Time

Argumentative Runologist
"Have you noticed that there always seems to be inconsistencies between books from different sources?"
Anachronox
Matérialisation du savoir
An old library. A venerable repository of knowledge, it guards its bounty behind a handsomely decorated structure.
Fallout III

Precisely. The collected knowledge of a lost age is worth far more than any weapon. So, return here with any books that you find in good condition.
Gothic II
The longest journey

Books, daughter, books! The wisdom of the ages. There is one tome you should study, called "The Secrets of the Draic Kin", by Minskum Elneak. It is old, but informative, and it captures the imagination.
Lieu d'interactions et de rencontres
Le bibliothécaire
Castlevania

Master Librarian
Oh it’s you, Master Alucard. What do you need?
Sullivan: There is something you would like to research?
You know, these cards are a privilege. We don’t just hand ’em out like we hand out handouts. Yeah, you heard me! I’m old and scare easy, DONT YOU JUDGE ME!
The notices are carefully written in an easy-to-read font with liberal use of red marker.
Final Fantasy VIII

Library Girl with a Pigtail
"If there's a book you're looking for, please let one of the library committee know. We'll be happy to help you."
Freaky Flyers
Katawa shoujo

"See, I dropped an eraser under my desk and while I was looking for it a pencil dropped and when I was looking for both of them you came and surprised me..."
Les étudiants
Gray Matter

I didn’t expect to find you in the library. How hard can art history be?
True Love

[Remi]
"...come to think of it...sometimes, yes."
Harvest Moon

Really!? That's great of you! It's this kind of book...
Les bibliothèques ne sont pas que des étagères de livres.
Ben Jordan VII
Leisure Suit Larry
Megaman Legends
Postal II
Broken Sword